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We consider stochastic stationary analog signals. For such signals, we consider 
quantizers whose performance r mains table under perturbations in the statistical 
description of the signals. Performance is defined as the induced average distortion, 
the output entropy, and the asymptotic onsistency in the preservation of important 
signal characteristics. We found that stochastic quantizers can, in general, realize 
performance stability, while deterministic quantizers do not. We consider block 
quantization for lower average distortion under fixed output rate, and we propose 
predictive stochastic quantization for highly correlated signals. The proposed 
predictive quantizers compress automatically to the output entropy. We also 
propose nonpredictive block stochastic quantization for weakly correlated or 
uncorrelated signals. We describe an Elias-type noiseless compressor for channel 
transmission, and a matching decoder. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Quantization is necessary for the bandwidth compression of an analog 
signal, before its transmission through a channel of limited capacity. In 
Information Theory terms, the very purpose of quantization is reduction in 
the rate of transmission. The trade-off implied is distortion of the original 
signal. 
Considering the purpose of quantization, it is meaningful to take the 
following approach in the design of a quantizer: 
Given a signal, consider only quantizers which induce 
output rate below the limits imposed by the transmission 
channel. Among those quantizers, select then the one that 
implies the minimum distortion to the signal. 
In the case that the quantized signal is stochastic, the output rate induced 
by the quantizer is usually defined in two different ways. Either as log M, 
where M indicates the number of quantization levels, or as the entropy of the 
output to the quantizer process. The second definition is more meaningful. 
The reason is that the output entropy is the measure which truly signifies the 
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minimum possible rate of transmission without additional distortion, and it 
can be obtained through noiseless encoding of the output to the quantizer 
process. The measure log M is only an upper bound to the entropy, and in 
general a far from tight upper bound. If log M is used as a measure of the 
output rate, unnecessarily high distortion will be imposed on the quantized 
signal for prespecified restrictions on the rate of transmission. 
From now on, unless specified otherwise, whenever referring to the quan- 
tization of stochastic signals, by output rate we will mean the entropy of the 
process induced by the signal and the quantizer. 
Regarding the distortion implied by quantization, the existing results 
follow two separate directions: 
(a) The improvement in the quantization distortion of a stochastic, 
statistically well defined, signal for fixed output rate (where rate is almost 
always log M). 
(b) The smoother recovery of a deterministic signal from its quantized 
representation. 
The existing literature on direction (a) is reviewed by Gersho [10], and it 
is mostly limited to per source element quantization. However (observed by 
Gersho), the' per source element quantization results in unnecessarily high 
distortion for fixed output rate. Indeed, it is well known from Information 
Theory (Shannon, Gallager [3]) that the simultaneous quantization of blocks 
of source elements (block quatization) can reduce the distortion 
considerably, while maintaining the output rate. This fact was semi- 
beuristically shown by Gersho [10], who also derived some bounds on the 
asymptotic distortion (large number of quantization levels) of block quan- 
tizers. Yamada et al. [15] generalized Gersho's bounds using more rigorous 
arguments. 
Direction (b) has been mostly followed in the Digital Signal Processing 
literature, and its most important outcome is the "dithering effect." The 
"dithering effect" has been around for over 20 years [1, 2, 9], and the 
literature on it is reviewed by Castanie [9]. This effect is simply the obser- 
vation that if some noise is added to the deterministic signal before quan- 
tization, a smoother econstruction of the original signal from its quantized 
representation can be obtained. In fact, as shown rigorously in [16], the 
signal can be recovered with asymptotically (large number of samples) 
minimal (converging to zero) distortion then, even when the quantizer 
consists of two levels only (binary quantizer). In statistical terms, the 
phenomenon can be phrased in the following way: Dithering results in 
asymptotic consistency, while deterministic quantization does not. 
In this paper, we are taking an approach which in some sense combines 
directions (a) and (b), but it also extends the objective of quantizing a 
stochastic signal. 
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Consider the quantization of a stochastic signal. If the statistical 
description of the signal is well defined, we can design a block quantizer 
(using Lloyd's algorithm, or the algorithm in [14]) which will induce output 
rate within the acceptable limits, and which at the same time will imply 
relatively low signal distortion. 
However, the statistical description of a signal is frequently ill defined. 
Furthermore, if there exists some level of uncertainty in the statistical 
description of the signal, it is desirable to design a quantizer and a subse- 
quent noiseless compressor (which preceeds transmission through the 
channel) that result in good performance for a family of signals. If the quan- 
tizer and the compressor are very sensitive to the statistical signal 
description, we will have large deviations in performance for small deviations 
from the assumed statistical signal description. If, on the other hand, we 
redesign the quantizer (and thus the noiseless compressor) everytime that we 
are reasonably confident that the signal statistics have changed (information 
obtained from long enough sequences of training data as in [14], in 
algorithm for unknown distribution), we run into unreasonably hard 
implementation a d synchronization (with the receiver) problems. 
The question we are addressing in this paper is the following: Is it possible 
to design a quantizer and a subsequent oiseless compressor which achieve 
close to optimal performance for a family of stochastic signals, where the 
family of signals models our lack of confidence in the assumed statistical 
signal description? 
Our definition of performance will be demanding, but realistic. We will 
require that the output rate and the signal distortion do not fluctuate much 
within the family of stochastic signals, even for low output rates (not 
asymptotically arge number of quantization levels). We will also require 
that at least asymptotically the quantizer maintains certain important signal 
characteristics (such as some mean values, or some important spectral 
frequencies) within the family of stochastic signals. The stability (low fluc- 
tuation) in output rate will guarantee the existence of a unique compressor 
for close to optimal compression within the family of stochastic signals. 
Maintaining asymptotically important signal characteristics is the statitical 
concept of asymptotic onsistency and it is parallel to direction (b). 
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
We found that stochastic quantization satisfies table output rate as well 
as stable asymptotic consistency even for low output rates (not 
asymptotically large number of quantization levels). This result is significant, 
since asymptotically high output rates defeat the very purpose of quan- 
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tization (the purpose being reduction of the output rate below limits dictated 
by the transmission channel). 
Specific efficient, and implementable stochastic quantization schemes are 
proposed for highly correlated as well as weakly correlated and uncorrelated 
stationary signal families. In addition, a noiseless compressor is described. 
The fact that stochastic quantizers induce stable output rate should not be 
surprising to information theorists. The concept is a special case of random 
source encoding whose stability properties are well established [3 ]. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a statistically well-defined stochastic stationary analog signal, 
and denote it by [¢t0,X ], where/~0 its probability measure and X its name. 
The probability measure #0 describes the statistics of the signal, and it can be 
thought of as the infinite dimensionality joint density of signal discrete-time 
sample sequences. 
Let x denote a discrete-time infinite sequence of signal samples, let x" 
denote an n-dimensional sector of x, and let ~; j  >/i denote the sequence 
Xi ,  Xi+ 1 ..... X i of j -  i + 1 consecutive signal samples. 
We will consider block quantizers for the signal [/%,X], and we will 
denote by y the infinite sequence of digits at the output of the quantizer. We 
will denote by Yj the jth digit from the infinite sequence y, by y" n- 
dimensional sectors from y, and by ~;  j> / i  the sequence Yi ..... Yj of 
j -  i + 1 consecutive digits from y. 
We will use a generalized efinition of block quantization. Specifically, a
block quantizer of dimensionality n will simultaneously map n-size blocks of 
signal samples onto n-size blocks of quantization levels (as in [10, 14, I5]), 
but in the mapping, signal samples that are either additional to or different 
from the signal samples mapped may be used. Signal samples different from 
the samples mapped will be used (as we will see) in predictive quantization. 
Additional signal samples to the samples mapped may be used for lower 
distortion. This last concept is the concept of noncausality, and its 
advantages are well known [12]. 
Based on the above premise, an n-size block quantizer will map the ith n- 
i, of signal samples onto an n-size block /~ size block x(i_1),+ 1 Y(i--1)n+l of  quan-  
tization levels, using, in general, a sequence ,.(i- 1)n +l-m . ~(i -1)n+l -m,  m>/0; 
l >/max(l, m) of signal samples. The parameter l signifies the lengh of the 
signal-samples sequences used for the mapping. If m > 0 and l -  m > n, the 
block quantizer is noncausal. If m = 0 and l = n, the block quantizer uses 
only the data block xiT_~),+ 1 that is mapping at the time (as in [10, 14, 15]). 
If m > 0 and l = m, the block quantizer is predictive, using past signal data 
only to quantize a future n-size block. 
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We will denote the mapping performed by the n-size block quantizer 
which operates on /-size data (signal samples) sequences, in two different 
ways: 
yin - -  e (~.(i.1)n+l--m'~. if the quantizer is deterministic, ( i - i )n+l  - -  ° lk '~( i - -1 )n+l -m) ,  (1) 
in 1~ (.~(i-1)n+l-m]. if the quantizer is stochastic 
Y( i - - l )n+l  ~ V lk~( i - l )n+l -m]~ 
A deterministic quantizer st(. ) maps a given data sequence ,~(i-~+t-m onto "~( i - -1 )n+l - -m 
a unique block YI~'-~),+I of quantization levels. On the other hand, a 
stochastic quantizer vt(. ) maps a given data sequence onto a number of 
blocks Y(i-l)n+l,in using a probability measure which in general 'varies with 
the data sequence itself. For example, if n = 1, l = 1, m = 0, and a random 
zero mean variable is added to the corresponding signal sample (as usually 
done in "dithering," and as in [16]) before quantization, each quantization 
level is obtained with probability determined by the distribution of the 
random variable added, where the mean of the distribution is equal to the 
value of the observed signal sample. Therefore, the stochastic quantizer v~(.) 
induces a probability measure v~ ~, for each data sequence x l. 
Given a stochastic stationary signal [a, ZI, and a block quantizer sl(.) or 
vt(.), we will denote by I~S[ ~, l~v[ l the stochastic processes induced by the 
signal [¢t, X] and the quantizers sl(. ), vl(. ), respectively. The processes as[  l, 
#v[ 1 describe the statistics of the output to the quantizer sequences, The 
entropy of the processes i~s/- ~, t~v[ ~ is the output rate of the system, for a 
respectively deterministic and stochastic quantizer. 
Since we are interested in block quantizers whose performance is "stable" 
within a family of stochastic stationary signals, we need a measure of 
"closeness" for signals I/t, X] (to define the signal family), and a measure of 
closeness for output processes ~tst -1, ~tv{ ~ (to define stability in output 
entropy). 
It has been found in [11, 12] that for stationary families of signals [/~, X], 
a good measure of "closeness" for both the signals as well as the output 
processes as/- 1, #v/- l is the/5 distance. The f7 distance measures the matching 
between corresponding single letters from data sequences evolving from two 
different stochastic processes. The complete description of the ~ distance can 
be found in [11, 12] and it is beyond the scope of the present paper. Here we 
will only state the definition of the/5 distance. 
The t7 distance between two stationary processes [#0,X] and [~, Z] is 
given by: 
tY~0,/z)=sup inf Ep,p(x~,z~)= inf Ep,p(Xo,Zo);  (2) 
n pnE,~a~n plE~l 
where 3 n the family of joint measures with marginals/~,/~n,/1~,/l n the n- 
dimensional restrictions of the processes [/~0, X], [/~, Z], and pn(x ~, z ~) = 
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n -~ ~iP(Xi ,  Zi). So, the /7 distance is defined through the use of a single 
letter distortion measure p(., .). 
If in the definition of the ¢7 distance we use the single letter distortion 
measure p(-, .), we will denote the distance/~. If, on the other hand, we use a 
different single letter distortion measure d(., .), we will denote the distance d. 
As in Yamada et aI. [15], we will consider here distortion measures 
p(X,Z) and d(X,Z) of the general form L( IX -Z I ) ,  where L (0)=0.  In 
addition, for the p(X, Z) distortion measure we will require continuity of the 
function L-X(u), while for the d(X, Z) distortion measure we will require 
continuity of L(u). Powers of the l v norms are, as in [16], candidates for 
both p ( . ,  .) and d(., .). 
We will use p(., .) as both the measure for the distortion implied by the 
quantization of a signal I/a, Z], and the measure implied in the/7 distance 
between two stationary signals [/a0,X], [/1, Z]. We will use d(., .) as the d 
distance between the output to the quantizer processes/aos[ 1 and/as[ l, or 
/aoV/-1 and /a]j/1 
If the mappings performed by the quantizers in (1) are time-invariant 
(s l, v t, l not changing with time), then if the process [/a, Z] is stationary so 
are the processes/as71 and/av71 [13]. If the mappings in (1) are not time- 
invariant (in the case, for example, that l changes with time), then the 
processes/as1-1,/av[ 1 are not stationary even for a stationary signal [/a, Z]. In 
this case, the d distances between/to s71 and as~-I or between/av71 and/a0 v7 ~ 
are given by: 
d(/aoSll,/aSll)=sup inf Ep.d(y ~, w"), 
,'~ pnE,5~n 
d(/aop/1,#V/l) ----- sup inf Ep.d(y", w"); 
rt pnE  ,~'n 
(3) 
where y~, w n sequences of outcomes from respectively either the processes 
/aoSt 1 and/as71 , or the processes/aov[ 1 ,/av~ 1 . 
We will require that for at least asymptotically arge rs (for fixed n), the 
quantizers in (1) "estimate" or maintain some important signal characteristic 
(such as the mean value of the stationary signal or some distribution of 
source data blocks). This concept imposes the requirement of "asymptotic 
consistency" to the design of a quantizer. It must be pointed out that it is 
well-known from the statistical literature that low distortion does not imply 
asymptotic onsistency. This is due to the well-known statistical trade-off 
between bias and low cost performance (the cost being signified here by the 
average distortion). 
In what follows, we will seek quantizers whose output rate and asymptotic 
consistency remains "stable" for at least small statistical deviations from the 
assumed stochastic signal, even for low output rates. We will denote such 
quantizers "robust." 
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In the derivation of our general results, we will use results from 
[4, 11, 12]. 
4. ROBUST QUANTIZERS 
Consider a statistically well-defined stochastic and stationary signal 
[~0, X]. Let the original assumption be that the signal [/~0, X] is quantized. 
Then, we will call [P0, X] the nominal signal. 
The quantizer for the nominal signal [/~0,X] is designed based on the 
following premise: 
Maintaining first the output rate below the limits imposed 
by the channel of transmission, the quantizer induces the 
minimum possible signal distortion under the complexity 
and delay restrictions, and it is also asymptotically 
consistent for some prespecified signal characteristics. 
Let us assume now that there exists some uncertainty regarding the exact 
statistical description of the signal. If this uncertainty can not be quantified 
through the precise specification of a family of signals (this quantification is 
almost always impossible), we wish to at least guarantee performance 
stability of the quantizer "around" the nominal signal [P0, X]. Performance 
will include output rate, average distortion, and asymptotic onsistency. 
To measure "closeness" of some stochastic stationary signal [p, Z] to the 
nominal signal [P0, X] we will use the/7 distance in (2). 
We will consider sequences {sz}, {vt} of quantizers in (1), allowing the 
parameter l to vary, in general, with time. That is, we will, in general, allow 
time-varying quantizers. 
We will denote by s~u), the value the quantizer s~ converges to at each step 
i, for l large enough, when the signal [p, Z] is quantized. We will denote by 
v(p) the distribution the quantizer v 1 converges to at each step for l 
asymptotically large. 
We denote by H(us[~), H(pvT1), the entropies of the processes psF ~, 
pv;- ~, respectively. 
Separating between deterministic and stochastic quantizers, we proceed 
now with the following definitions of robust quantization. 
DEFINITION l(a). Given a stochastic stationary signal [P0,X], and 
considering a family ~/o f  stationary stochastic signals, we call the sequence 
{st} of deterministic n-size block quantizers (as in (1)) robust at [~to,X ] in 
:ff, if and only if: 
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Given e 1 > 0, e 2 > 0, there exists some 6 > 0 such that: 
(i) For all l and all signals/1 E ~"  we have: 
t~0,  U) < 3--, In~u0sU ~) -H~s?~) l  < el, 
:(ao,U) < 6- ,  I:~o,/soS; ') - : (a,~s? ')l < ~. 
(ii) For all/s E ~ ' ,  we have: 
(la) 
(2a) 
(3a) 
DEFINITION l(b). Given a stochastic stationary signal I/so,X], and a 
family ~ of stationary stochastic signals, a sequence {vl} of stochastic n-size 
block quantizers (as in (1)) is robust at [/s0,X] in Jg" if and only if: 
Given e 1 > 0, e2 > 0, there exists some 6 > 0 such that: 
(i) For all l and all signals/~ E ~¢': 
,60.to, /s ) < 6 ~ I HOzov[ 1) - HOzv[ ~)l < e,, (lb) 
/~o ,  g) < 6~ I/i~u0,/s0v/-1) -/i~,/lv~-~)l <3. (2b) 
(ii) For all/s E ~¢': 
f i~o,/s) < 6~l-l,,(vOto), v~))  < t 2. (3b) 
By /'/n we mean the n-dimensional restrictions of the Prohorov distance. 
In both the above definitions, the properties (2a), (2b) respectively mean 
closeness in quantization distortion for signals "close" in ~. These properties 
are trivially satisfied due to the triangular property of the metric I X -  YI, 
and the relationship of the distortion measure p(., . ) to it as explained in the 
previous ection (p(., .) = L(]X - YI), L(0) = 0, L - l(u) continuous). 
Properties (la), (lb) represent entropy stability for compression close to 
optimal by the same compressor and for signals in some "distance" from the 
nominal signal [/so, X]. 
Properties (3a), (3b) represent stability in asymptotic consistency. In (3b) 
the stability in asymptotic consistency is measured by the Prohorov distance 
between the distributions v~0), v~u). 
Directly from results in [4, 11, 12] we can express the following 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION. A sequence {st} of deterministic n-size block quantizers 
can not be robust at [/s 0, X] on ~/(def in i t ion 1 a). 
The reason that the proposition is true is due to two proof statements, one 
negative, and one positive. The negative statement says that property (la) 
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can not be guaranteed for deterministic quantizers [12]. That is, certain 
sufficient conditions for the satisfaction of property (la) are not satisfied 
then. The positive statement is directly from [4], and it is discussed in [12]. 
It says that for the satisfaction of property (3a) it is necessary and sufficient 
that a certain continuity property corresponding to matching of typical 
sequences from signals ~0 and /1 must be satisfied by {st}, and that this 
continuity property is not satisfied by deterministic quantizers. In fact, the 
approach in [4] can be used to prove why the deterministic quantization of a 
deterministic signal does not satisfy asymptotic consistency and why 
stochastic quantization does (as shown in [16]). That is, the statistical and 
measure theoretic approach of Hampel [4] can be used to explain the 
"dithering effect." 
To examine the possible robustness of stochastic quantizers, we will need 
the construction of empirical measures in [11] and one more definition. 
If we form a string of data x = (..., x", x",...) by repeating an n-size data 
block x n, and assign probability n -~ to each string Tix; i=  O, 1 ..... n - -1 ;  
where T indicates one-step shift in time, we can define the following 
empirical measure: 
¢.°(A)= V n-l; 
t: Tix GA 
A E 3~°; ~oo the generalization f the o-algebra c~ 
on which each datum X t assumes values. 
We can also define restrictions ~,  of fix,, by assigning probability n 1 to 
each k-typic of k adjacent symbols within x" [11, 12]. 
To express the definition we need, we will have to use the Prohorov 
distances Hk~kx,,/~,), H(v],x,,Vl"/) between respectively the empirical 
k k n n measures/%i,/~/, and the probability measures vts ,  vt, / induced by the n- 
size block quantizer vt in (1) and the data sequences x t, yr. The Prohorov 
distance and its properties can be found in [4, 11, 12], and by//m we mean 
m-dimensional restrictions of the distance. The Prohorov distance is 
equivalent to weak convergence. The metric implied in H is IX-- Y[. 
We now proceed with the definition which is parallel to Definition 4 in 
[12], where y,(x', y') =--- 1 -1  Zi  IX, - -  Vii. 
DEFINITION 2. (i) The sequence {vz} of stochastic n-size block quan- 
tizers (as in (1)) is continuous, if given l, x t C~ t, e > 0, there exists 
g = 6(I, x I, e) > 0 such that: 
__~ n /1 yt(x l, J )  < 6 H,(vl,x, v~,y,) < e 
(it) The sequence {vl} of stochastic n-size block quantizers (as in (1)) 
is continuous at the signal [/.t o, X], if given e > 0, r/> 0, there exist integers 
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k, l 0, some 6 > O, and for each l > 1 o some A t C ~t  with/tlo(Al ) > 1 -- r/, such 
that for each x t E A t, yt ~ ~ l  with the property 
it is implied 
n.(vT, x,, < 
In simple terms, a sequence {vt} is continuous if signal sequences x l, yl 
that are "close" in the metric 7/induce probability measures v[z , vT#, that 
are "close" weakly. A sequence {vt} is continuous at [/t0,X] if typical 
sequences x t, yt from the signal [/t0,X] induce weakly "close" probability 
n n measures Vt,x~, Pl,yl. 
We can now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 1. I f  the sequence {vt} of stochastic n-size block quantizers is 
continuous and continuous at the signal [/~0, X], it is also robust at I/to, X] 
in ~e'. 
Furthermore, condition (3b) in definition 1 (b) is satisfied if and only if the 
sequence {vt} is continuous at the signal [/t0, X]. 
The proof of the theorem can be found in the Appendix. 
It is interesting to point out that as in [11, 12], if the size I of the data 
window within which the stochastic quantizer operates is finite, and property 
(3b) in definition l(b) is not required, only continuity is sufficient for the 
robustness of the quantizer. Robustness i  of course in this case limited to 
average distortion and output rate stability. If, on the other hand, the size I 
of the data window is allowed to obtain asymptotically arge values, both 
continuity and continuity at [/t0,X ] are needed for the guaranteed 
satisfaction of property (2b). For khe satisfaction of property (3b) continuity 
at [/to, X] is not only sufficient, but it is also necessary. 
Also, the only property in Theorem 1 that actually dictates consideration 
of the nominal signal [/to, X] in the design of the stochastic block quantizer 
is continuity at [/to, X]. This property is of course additional to the property 
of low quantization distortion at [/to, X], which also dictates consideration of
the nominal signal. 
As a final remark for this section, a robust bk~ck quantizer should not 
only be stochastic, but it should also perform continuous-type functions on 
the data sequences it operates on. If the proper continuity conditions are 
satisfied, the n-size block quantizer is robust for any, even small (low output 
rate), size of the quantization alphabet. 
Philosophically speaking, stochastic quantization incorporates within its 
model the "ignorance" of the system designer as to the system itself, while 
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deterministic quantization does not; that is why stochastic quantization 
performs better. 
5. THE DESIGN OF ROBUST QUANTIZERS 
We seek stochastic quantizers which satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1. 
That is, we will search for stochastic quantizers which satisfy stability in 
output rate and in asymptotic consistency, under statistical deviations from a 
nominal stationary stochastic signal [/~0, X]. To achieve this goal, we are 
willing to accept he well-known [4, 12] statistical trade-off between perfor- 
mance stability and average distortion at the nominal signal [~0, X]; thus we 
are prepared to sacrifice some low level distortion at [/~0, X] for gain in 
robustness. 
Furthermore, we are looking for implementable and efficient quantizers 
which do not imply severe synchronization problems. For that, we will be 
mapping stochastically onto fixed quantization levels, rather than adjusting 
the levels according to the observed signal data. 
A robust at [/t 0, X] stochastic quantizer can be followed (as we will see in 
Section 6) by a unique noiseless compressor, for compression close to the 
output rate within a family J/f  of stochastic signals "surrounding" the signal 
x]. 
In our search, we will try to sacrifice minimal average distortion at the 
nominal signal [tl 0, X] for gain in robustness. For that, we will discriminate 
between families ~/o f  highly correlated signals, and families ~"  of weakly 
correlated or uncorrelated signals. Considering the two extremes, namely a 
memoryless and a deterministic signal, a highly correlated signal is a signal 
which is closer to a deterministic rather than a memoryless signal; where this 
closeness is quantified by expression (10). On the other hand, a weakly 
correlated signal, is a signal which is closer to a memoryless rather than a 
deterministic signal. The quantification of both the above terms will be 
discussed later. 
(a) Highly Correlated Signals 
For highly correlated signals, we can design a stochastic quantizer which 
automatically compresses to the output entropy (or close to it) for at least 
ergodic stationary signals, while at the same time it sacrificies minimal 
average distortion at the nominal signal [/~o, X]. That is, the stochastic quan- 
tizer is also a compressor in this case. 
For the design and the analysis for such a quantizer, we will draw results 
from [5] and [8]. 
17 [ . , . ( i -1 )n+l  m'~ Our goal is the design of a probability measure vt~(i l)n+l-m~ as in (1), 
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which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, it sacrificies minimal average 
distortion at the nominal signal [/10,X], and it is efficient in terms of 
compressing automatically to the output rate. 
We will consider n-size block stochastic quantizers that are predictive. 
That is, the quantizer uses previous data sequences only, to quantize a future 
block of n signal data. This translates to selecting m > 0 and l = m in 
p [.r(i--1)n+l-m'~ Thus, 
IV '~( i  - 1)n + 1 -m]"  
p ( . r ( i - -1 )n+l -m'~ __  ~ /%: ( i -  1)n 
l~ .~( i  - 1)n+ l -m)  = ~l \~( i  - 1)n+ 1- l ) ;  (4) 
where I the length of the data window within which the quantizer operates at 
each step. 
We will allow the stochastic predictive quantizer in (4) to be either time- 
invariant or time-varying. That is, we will either consider the length l of the 
data window fixed, or monotonically increasing with time. 
If the parameter l remains fixed, we will call the n-size block stochastic 
quantizer fixed-to-fixed length stochastic quantizer (FFSQ). If the parameter 
l changes with time, we will call the quantizer variable-to-fixed length 
stochastic quantizer (VFSQ). 
Let us denote byf0n(x n) the n-dimensional density describing the statistics 
of an n-size block from the nominal signal [/~0,X]. Let us denote by 
in 
f0n~(x~-'n÷l[."-,n ~ the conditional density of the nominal signal [/~0, X], ~(i- l)n+l I: 
where the conditioning is on I previous signal data. We will utilize the 
conditional density font(" I ') (or some variation of it)for the stochastic quan- 
tization mapping. Therefore, the continuity conditions of Theorem 1, apply 
now to the conditional density f0~t (. ].). In particular: 
X in 
(i) If the conditional density L .( ~-,n+~l_, ,.  ~ satisfies the d I/~/1~ [ ~(i-l)n+l --I / 
continuity conditions of Theorem 1, as a function of the data block 
XI IE  1)n 1),+ ~-l, we utilize it as is, for the stochastic quantization mapping. 
(ii) Iff0,t(" I ') does not satisfy the continuity conditions above, we 
search for a density fgnl(" I ") which does, and which is the closest in ~ we 
can find to the nominal signal [¢t 0, X]. The nature of the : distance allows 
the at least computational search for fo',l(" I'). 
Let us denote by g0~l(x~ 7 I)n+llv(i I). ~ the density f0,l(. 1-) or f0',t(-1"), ~(i--l)n+ 1-- l: 
depending on which of the above two cases is active. Then, select: 
Y( i -1 )n+l  ,~( i  1 )n+l - l )~ 'gon l  v . ( i _ l )n  (5 )  
~( i -  1 )n  + 1 - I /  
The reasons for the selection in (5) will be clear, from the resulting perfor- 
mance characteristics of the proposed stochastic quantization mapping. We 
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will first explain the operation of the proposed quantizer. Then, we will study 
its performance, and we will finally discuss the reasons for its selection. 
Let us call gont(" I ") operational density, and the signal [~t, Z] it represents, 
operational signal. 
The complete design and operation of the quantizer is, in the present case, 
described in the following way: 
Step 1. Consider the output rate restrictions imposed by the 
transmission channel. Design the n-size block deterministic quantizer which 
induces output entropy for the signal [/~, Z] below the permissible output rate 
values, and at the same time obtains the lowest possible average distortion 
for the same signal.1 Do not measure output rate by log M, where M the 
number of quantization levels, log M is only an upper bound (and far from 
tight upper bound for nonuniform distributions) to the lowest achievable 
output rate, which is represented by the output entropy. At this step, the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space of n-size block data values is divided into a set 
{Ai(n)} of disjoint spheres that cover the whole n-dimensional Eucliden 
space. 
Step 2. After the quantizer has been designed, use the predictive density 
in (5) to map n-size data blocks stochastically onto the predesigned set 
{Ai(n)} of n-size blocks of quantization levels. Specifically, at the step i; 
i = 1, 2,..., the quantizer inspects the data block ,.(i-1), and it computes ~(i--1)n+l--1 
X m ~ dy  in the set {fai~,) ~" / ,-,,+~t ~i-n, o0,t~ ~ xc~_, +,_~J ~i- 1), + 1 } accordingly. Then, it generates 
the random numbers dictated by the above set, and it quantizes the "future" 
data block ~n x(i-1)n+ ~ onto one quantization vector z", according to: 
in 
1)n+l zn X( i -  1) n+l)  dxin 
i(n) X ( i -  l)n+ l - I~  
Step 3. At each step i, the quantizer maintains in its memory the 
quantity 
i 
\9  "n 
j= l  
where zj " the quantization vector on which the data block x~_~),+~'" was 
mapped, and Pr(y{7_~.+~=Z]) as in (6). The quantity S t is obviously 
updated recursively with increasing i.
If the described quantizer is (FFSQ), the length l of the data block 
window it inspects at each step, remains fixed. If, on the other hand, the 
quantizer is (VFSQ), the data block window increases its length l at each 
step, to include all the previous signal data as in [5, 8]. 
The design of the deterministic quantizer which under output rate restrictions atisfies the 
lower possible distortion, is an open problem, when the output rate is measured by output 
entropy rather than log M. 
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Considering the performance characteristics of the quantizer described 
above, we first study them, and then we summarize them in a lemma. 
Let us first consider the average distortion induced by the quantizer at the 
operational signal [/2, Z]. Let p,(x" ,y")= n -1Y~ip(lXi Yil) be the single 
letter distortion measure used satisfying the properties in Section 3. Let 
p(z7 ) _ p ~. i, - r y(i-~),+l = zT) in (6), where i indicates the sphere Ai(n ) in the set 
{Ai(n)}. Then, the average distortion at [/2, Z], implied by the quantizer of 
case i, for n, I fixed, is given by the following expression: 
Dnt = n-lEgoPn(Xn , yn) 
11 
where E" the n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Defining 
(8) 
Pi(n) = fA ~(,) g°(x~-1) (9) 
we can obtain the following relationship: 
fA n--1 1) n- l  V:_~ ~pi(n)p~(xo ,z~.) go(xg- >/ lim D,, 
j j(n) i I-~c~ 
zi) go(Xo ). p.(Xo , (10) T JA  i(n) 
Expression (10) offers a lower and an upper bound to the average 
distortion at [/2, Z], when the inspection window extends to asymptotically 
high lengths l (inspecting for the (VFSQ) quantizer the whole past). 
The upper bound in (10) corresponds to the case where the operational 
signal [/2, Z] is memoryless. Then, nothing is learned about upcoming signal 
data from previous data, and the quantization vectors are selected in the 
quantization mappings with probabilities {pi(n)}. 
The lower bound in (10) corresponds to the case where the operational 
signal [/2, Z] is deterministic, in the sense of upcoming data being learned 
precisely by long enough sequences of previous data. The lower bound in 
(10) is equal to the average distortion induced by the deterministic quantizer 
{At(n ), zT} at [/2, Z], in Step 1. 
We can proceed with the following qualitative definition for highly 
correlated and weakly correlated stochastic signals. 
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DEFINITION 3. The stochastic signal [/~, Z] is highly correlated, if there 
exists some small e > 0, such that the limit limt_~oo D,~ in (10) is e-close to 
the lower bound in (10). 
The stochastic signal [~t, Z] is weakly correlated, if there exists some small 
e > 0, such that the limit limt. ~ D~t in (10) is e-close to the upper bound in 
(10). 
Let us now consider the random numbers generated by expression (6), and 
the law they obey. This law is expressed by the quantity S i in (7); thus we 
will examine the properties of this quantity. 
If the operational signal [#, Z] is ergodic, then the quantizer described 
(either (FFSQ) or (VFSQ)) will induce an ergodic output process [%, Y] at 
[p, Z] (see [13]). Then, the entropy H(vo) of the process [%, Y] is given by: 
H(v° )=- l im nN-~ ~N ' logK(  Y° y_~)' ,  (11) 
where K the cardinality o the set IAi(n)}. 
In the limit (i, l large), the quantity i-~Si estimates the entropy in (11) at 
the operational signal [It, Z]. 
The quantity S t in (7) is the gain at step i of Cover's gambling scheme 
[5, 8]. As in Cover, by maintaining the value of S O at each step, the quan- 
tizer maintains an estimate of the output entropy (output rate by our 
definition). Therefore, the quantizer acts as a compressor at the same time, 
compressing automatically to the output rate at the operational signal. 
Furthermore, due to its robustness, the quantizer automatically compresses 
to something "close" to the output entropy, for signals that are/7 "close" to 
the operational signal. As we will see in Section 6, the quantity Si can then 
be used for channel transmission (after binary encoding) and uniquely 
decipherable recovery at the receiver, under noiseless channel conditions. 
We now summarize the above results in a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The stochastic n-size block quantizer described, has the 
follo wing properties: 
1. It is robust at the operational signal [p,Z] in ~¢'; where ~/// a 
family of stationary stochastic signals. 
2. I f  the signal [/1, Z l is also ergodic, the quantity i-~S i (where S i is 
given by (7)) converges asymptotically (i, l large enough) to the output rate 
at [/1, Z] (the output entropy induced by [p, Z] and the quantizer), for both 
the (FFSQ) and (VFSQ) quantizers. The rate of this convergence is as in 
I5, 81. 
3. I f  the operational signal [/~, Z] is higly correlated, (Definition 3) 
the average distortion induced by the quantizer (for either (FFSQ) or 
643/49/3 2 
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(VFSQ)) at [~, Z] is asymptotically (l large enough) e-close to the average 
distortion induced by the deterministic quantizer of step 1 at [l~, Z]. The rate 
(size of l) with which this result is obtained, is' the same with the rate (l size) 
with which an n-size block of data from the signal [It, Z] is mapped with 
probability 1 -e  onto a small variation area. 
4. I f  the operational signal [~, Z] is b-close in ~ to the nominal signal 
[¢t0, X], properties 1 - 3 hold at the signal [~0, X]  also. 
Before we discuss further the choice of the quantizer in (5), it is important 
to direct the attention of the reader to the following point: 
The asymptotic behavior of the quantizer, expressed by 
properties 2 and 3, does not refer to asymptotically high 
output rates (asymptotically large number of quantization 
levels). It refers instead to the inspection of asymptotically 
large number of data before quantization. Therefore, 
although the implementation of properties 2 and 3 may 
mean high complexity and delay, they do not extend the 
output rate to unrealistically high values (as fine quan- 
tization does). On the contrary, they maintain the output 
rate within the permissible values imposed by the 
transmission channel. 
From Lemma 1, it is clear that the choice of the quantizer in (5) is 
benificial for a lot of reasons. It is robust, and for highly correlated signals it 
induces average distortion which is very close to the optimal (the distortion 
induced by the deterministic quantizer). But the above properties could be 
also maintained by the notion of random transition points, as we will see in 
the next subsection. The irreplacable advantage of the quantizer in (5) is 
property 2 in Lemma 1. Indeed, the quantizer compresses automatically to 
the output entropy, simplifying so the operation of the encoder for channel 
transmission. This will become clear in Section 6 of this paper. For weakly 
correlated signals, the quantizer in (5) would still maintain property 2 of 
Lemma 1. Unfortunately, however, this quantizer does not maintain property 
3 of Lemma 1, then. This will be clear in subsection b, where an alternative 
robust quantizer for weakly correlated signals is also proposed. 
b. Weakly Correlated or Uncorrelated Signals 
If the nominal signal [/~0,X] and the family J /o f  signals around it are 
weakly correlated or uncorrelated, and the predictive stochastic quantizers 
used for highly correlated signals are used again, there will be a problem. 
Specifically, although properties 1 and 2 in Lemma 1 will still hold, 
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property 3 will not. Indeed, the limit limt_~  Dnt in (10) will be close to the 
upper bound (equal to it for memoryless ignals), therefore far from the 
average distortion induced by the deterministic quantizer (lower bound in 
(10)). In other words, in this case the predictive quantizer implies high 
distortion for the gain of robustness and low output rate. To maintain low 
distortion and robustness for weakly correlated signals, using a predictive 
stochastic quantizer, our only choice is increase in output rate. 
To avoid the above problems, we will use nonpredictive stochastic quan- 
tizers in the present case. We will loose, however, the benefit of 
automatically compressing to the output rate at the operational signal. To 
compress to the output rate, we will have to use noiseless encoding on long 
sequences of quantization levels. 
Let us consider nonasymptotic n-size block quantizers (not asymptotically 
large number of quantization levels). Furthermore, let us consider, as in 
[10, 16] block quantizers which at each step utilize in their mappings only 
the n-size data block they map at the time. That is, in (1) we select m = 0 
and l = n. 
Given a nominal signal [g0, X], our objective will be to design n-size 
block quantizers as above, which are robust at [g0,X], and at the same time 
they induce average distortion at [g0,X] that is as close to the lower bound 
in (10) as possible. 
To avoid asymptotically long delays, we will choose the size n of the 
block quantizers finite. Then, for robustness we will only need continuity 
(Definition 2, part (i)) of the quantizers in (1). That is, we will seek 
v~(xi~_l~n+~) mappings that are continuous functions on the data block 
To achieve the above continuity, we will apply randomized mapping on 
signal data blocks which lie within some n-dimensional Euclidean spheres 
around the boundaries of the Ai(n ) spheres. The set {Ai(n)} of n-dimensional 
Euclidean spheres is the set which satisfies the lower bound in (10) at the 
nominal signal [go, X]. 
Given the nominal signal [B0, X], let {Ai(n), zT} be the deterministic n-size 
block quantizer which induces the lowest possible signal distortion at [/~o, X] 
under the prespecified output rate restrictions. In {Ai(n), zT}, tAi(n)} is the 
set of n-dimensional disjoint Euclidean spheres which cover the whole n- 
dimensional Euclidean space, and z 7 is the quantization vector which data 
vectors in Ai(n ) are mapped onto deterministically. Let {Ajk(n)} be the set of 
spheres in {Ai(n)} which have boundaries with sphere Ak(n ), where 
Ak(n) C {Ai(n)}. Let Bjk(n ) be a small sphere surrounding the boundary 
between Ak(n ) and Ajk(n), where part of Bjk(n ) lies in Ak(n ) and part of it 
lies in Ajk(n ). Then, the set {Bik(n)} has the same cardinality with the set 
{Ajk(n)}. Also, we select a set {Bjk(n)} for each sphere Ak(n ) in {Ai(n)}. 
Let pn(x ~) be a probability measure with the following properties: 
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f ~ q 
p~(xr=z~):  1; if xn~ [Ak(n)--~B;k(n)nhk(n)l 
L - -  
= q:k(xr); if X" C Bjk(n ), 
qi;(X '~) = I; VX" ,  where the summation is over all B;i(n)'s 
which x" lies in 
(12) 
(13) 
2 x° + 
=~Ak~,)fo(Xr)dxr; ¥k; (14) 
where the summation is over all B:k(n ) spheres intersecting with Ak(n ), and 
fo(X r) the n-dimensional density describing the statistics of the nominal 
signal [P0, X]. 
The probability measure pn(x r) maps deterministically (with probability 
one) on z2 vectors x r which lie on Ak(n ) but not in any of the spheres in 
{B:k(n)} (expression (12)). It maps stochastically on neighboring z~'s vectors 
x" which lie on some sphere B;k(n ) (expression (13)). Finally, it maintains 
the same output rate as the deterministic quantizer {Ai(n),z~} does 
(expression (14)). 
The average distortion implied by the probability measure pn(x r) at the 
nominal signal [~0, X], is given by the following expression: 
D r=n ' p.(x,zk)fo(X ) 
Ak(n)--  ? jB'•k (n)C3A k (n)] 
where the summation ~;  is over all sets Bjk(n ) in {B:k(n)), and the 
summation Y~k is over all vectors z~ in {Ai(n), z~}. 
The average distortion D~ is (15) is strictly larger than the lower bound in 
(10). However, the proper design of the set {B:k(n)} and the probabilities 
%k(n), can force D r to values very close to the lower bound (10) (average 
distortion induced by the deterministic quantizer). This fact will be exhibited 
clearly with a simple example in Section 7. 
We are now ready to describe the stochastic n-size block quantizer we are 
proposing for weakly correlated and uncorrelated signals, where n finite. 
The design and operation of the proposed stochastic quantizer is described 
by the following steps: 
Step 1. Given the nominal signal [P0,X], consider the output rate 
restrictions imposed by the transmission channel. Design first the deter- 
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ministic n-size block quantizer {Ai(n ), z~} which induces output entropy at 
[~z0,X] below the permissible output rate values, and it obtains at the same 
time the lowest possible average distortion. 
Step 2. Select the quantization mapping v.(xi~ 1)n+l), so that: 
v°(xiT_,,.+l)=po(x"); vi, 
where p~(x") satisfies the conditions (12)--(14), and it is also such that 
] p.(x") -p . (y" ) [  ~ 0 for p.(x",y") ~ O. Furthermore, design p.(x") and the 
corresponding sets {Bjk(n)} in a way that the average distortion D. in (15) is 
e-close to the lower bound in (10). 
Step 3. At each step i, the quantizer operates as described by Step 2, 
and it maps X in n (~-1),+1 onto one quantization vector z k accordingly 
(generating the random numbers described by pn(xi~_~)~+ ))). At Step i, the 
quantizer maintains in memory the whole past sequence 
yni= {yn(1 )..... y"(i)} of quantization vectors obtained, where y"(j) the quan- 
tization vector obtained at the step j. 
We will summarize the properties of the described quantizer through the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. The stochastic n-size quantizer described, has the following 
properties: 
1. It is robust at the nominal signal [/~0, X] in ~;  where ~" a family 
of stationary signals. 
2. It maintains the same output rate at [/~0,X] that the deterministic 
quantizer {A i(n ), z~ } (from which the stochastic quantizer evolves) does. 
3. It induces average distortion at [~z0,X ] that is e-close to the 
average distortion induced by {A i(n ), z~} at [/.t 0, X]. 
The quantizer is robust due to its continuity property Ip,(x")-Pn(Yn)I ~ 0 
for pn(x ~, y") ~ O. Statements 2 and 3 in the lemma are true by design. 
For compression to the output entropy at the nominal signal [/~0, X], and 
close to the output entropy compression at signals /7 close to [¢t0,X ], 
noiseless encoding on the sequences ym will be applied. Due to the 
robustness of the quantizer, a unique compressor (for the noiseless encoding) 
can be used for signals 17 close to [fl0,X]. The unique compressor is 
described in Section 6. 
6. A COMPRESSOR AND A DECODER FOR CHANNEL TRANSMISSION 
In Section 5, we described two stochastic quantizers. One for robust and 
efficient encoding "around" a highly correlated stochastic stationary signal, 
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and one for robust and low distortion encoding "around" a weakly 
correlated or uncorrelated stochastic stationary signal. 
Assuming a noiseless and binary (without loss in generality) transmission 
channel, we will describe a compressor and a decoder which are applicable 
to both the quantization schemes described in Section 5. The encoding- 
decoding scheme we will describe is the Elias scheme, as explained by Cover 
and King [8]. 
Let [j20,X ] be the nominal or the operational (only for the predictive 
quantizer in Section 5) stochastic stationary signal. Let [v 0, Y] be the output 
process induced by the above signal and the stochastic quantizer (either 
quantizer in Section 5). Let yAM= {y,(1),...,yA(M)} be a sequence of M n- 
dimensional quantization vectors, generated at the output of the quantizer. 
Let {Ai(n),z n} be the deterministic quantizer at [/.to,X ], as described for 
both the predictive and the nonpredictive quantizers of Section 5. Let K be 
the cardinality of the set {Ai(n),zT}. Both the encoder and the decoder 
operate on fixed length M of sequences yAM, where their specific operations 
are, in general, described as follows: 
Encoder (or Compressor) 
The encoder first maps each sequence yAM onto a binary sequence of 
length m --- M log K. Denote the so obtained binary sequence wm. Then, 
1. The encoder maintains in memory the parameter m, and the 1-1 
correspondence between each sequence w m and the sequence flnMwm 
represents. 
2. The encoder has in its memory all the possible w m sequences in 
lexicographical order (see [8]). 
3. The encoder maintains in memory the operational density f0 
(corresponding to either the nominal or the operational signal); therefore it 
can compute the probabilities Vo(W m) = Vo(Y A~) for all sequences wm. 
Using the above stored information, the encoder performs the following 
operations: 
(a) It observes a sequence ynM of quantization vectors, and it maps it 
onto the corresponding binary sequence w 0~. 
(b) Using the lexicographical order of the sequence w m, it computes 
then the sum F(wm)=Ewm.<wmPO(W rn') and the corresponding integer 
k= [log2vo(wm)]; where [ ] indicates integer part. 
(c) It expresses F(W m) as  a binary decimal to k place accuracy: 
F(w m) = {c I ..... ek} , and it transmits the sequence (k)----- {c I ..... ek}. 
When the encoder operates on sequences ynM generated by the predictive 
stochastic quantizer in Section 5, the operational signal is ergodic, and l is 
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large enough, the parameters k and F(w m) in step (b) are respectively equal 
to: k= [M-1SM], F(w ' )= ~y,M,<y°M1Og -1 SM; where [ ]indicates integer 
part, and log -1 SM: log(log -1 SM)=S M. SM is the quantity maintained in 
the memory of the quantizer then, as explained by step 3 in the description 
of the predictive quantizer (Section 5). Thus, in this case the quantities k, 
F(w m) do not have to be recomputed by the encoder. 
Decoder 
The decoder has the same information in memory, as the encoder 
(statements 1-3 in the description of the encoder). 
Up to the reception of the sequence (k) (statement (c) in the description 
of the encoder), the decoder performs the following operations: 
(a) Using the lexicographical order of the sequences wm, it computes 
the partial sums ~wm,< wm v,(wm'), until it first exceeds .e(k). 
(b) It uniquely recovers the sequence w m to which e(k) corresponds, 
by deciding on the first sequence w m such that the cumulative sum 
Y'w,,'< w~ Vo(win') falls into the interval [.e(k), .e(k) + 2-k]. 
(c) Using the mappings w m--,ynM in its memory, it uniquely recovers 
the sequence ynM. 
As explained in [8], the described encoding--decoding scheme is uniquely 
decipherable, and it requires k= [--lOgzVo(wm)] number of bits for the 
transmission of each binary sequence wm. The number of bits saved by not 
transmitting the sequence w m in a raw form, is m - k. The expected value of 
k is: 
E{k} = -- ~ Vo(W m) log2 Vo(W m) ~ H(y ~M) + 1. 
Thus, the compression achieved converges to the output rate (entropy of 
quantizer) at the operational signal [/~0, X], for M long enough and fixed n. 
Due to the robustness of the quantization schemes in Section 5, the 
encoding-decoding scheme which operates on the measure v0 (where [%, Y] 
the process induced by the operational signal and the quantizer), also 
achieves compression "close" to the output rate (for M large enough) for 
signals/q close to the operational signal. 
As a final remark, Pasco's encoding-decoding al orighm ]7] can be used 
on the Elias' scheme described here. Then, the encoding-decoding complexity 
is only linearly increasing with the size m of the encoded binary sequences. It 
is beyond the scope of this paper to describe Pasco's algorithm. 
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7. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we will demonstrate two simple examples. One for a 
predictive, and one for a nonpredictive, stochastic block quantizers. 
A Predictive Quantizer-Gaussian Nominal Signal 
Let the nominal signal [/t 0, X] be stationary, zero mean, highly correlated, 
and Gaussian. Let f0 be the density describing the statistics of the signal 
[/t 0, X]. Then, the operational source can be the nominal source itself, since 
the continuity properties of Theorem 2 are satisfied by f0. 
Let R n be the n-dimensional autocovariance matrix of the density f0n. 
Then, 
font ( x~-I )-expl--1/2[x~-l--AmxZ~]r Q~'[xg-1-Antx-~]} 
x-]  (2~r) n/2 I Q,.I 1/2 ' 
(16) 
where 
Qln Rn -R;nR1-1R ~-- In ,  
[ r(n) ... r (1)]  
Rtn= [ r (n+l ) i  "'" r (2) [ ,  (17, 
Lr(n + l-1) ... r(l) J 
r (k )  = EAx  + .x . t ,  
Anl = R[nR~ 1 
The scheme operates as a linear predictor, using the matrix A,z. For the 
Gaussian nominal source we will choose the second order norm 
n - 1 II xg -  1 _ all 2 as  the distortion measure for the quantizer. Indeed, such 
a distortion measure corresponds to "closeness" in the Spectra of the source 
and the quantizer, which is the interesting measure in several applications 
such as speech. Furthermore, for given division tAi(n)} of the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space, we will choose the corresponding quantization vectors {z~'} 
equal to the vectors that satisfy the minimum second order norm average 
distortion for the deterministic block quantizer. That is: 
- -1  
wherefo(X~ -1)the Gaussian density. 
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We can easily find that then the average second norm distortion, implied 
by the quantizer, is given by the following expression (from (8)): 
[ } Dl=- r(O)+n-l~_,llz~ll2pi(n)-2n -1 zi Xo lfo(X~-l) 
i " i (n )  
+ 2n-1 ~ zi,,~-Qt,,R, -1~ Xo" lfo(X~-I ). (19) 
i JA i (n)  
In (19), the expression in the bracket is equal to the average distortion 
induced by the deterministic quantizer {A~(n),zT}. That is, the bracket in 
(19) is equal to the lower bound in (10). For l~  oo, the matrix QI, 
converges to a constant positive definite matrix whose components take 
values depending on the spectral density of the Gaussian source. For n-= 1, 
for example, the scalar Q~n converges for l--, oo to the constant 
expf~,~logF(u)du; where F(u) is the spectral density of the Gaussian 
source as normalized within [-Tr, n]. Thus, the higher correlated the 
Gaussian source, the smaller the additional distortion imposed by the 
scheme, as compared with the deterministic quantizer. For such highly 
correlated sources, the amount added to the distortion by the proposed 
scheme is only a very small fraction of the term 2n -1 Y~iz7 r
fAi(n) Xg-- ~t'0(Xg -1) in the bracket of (19). 
The entrop) of the quantizer is asymptotically achieved by the 
quantization-encoding-decoding scheme, and for l ~ oo it is bounded from 
above by the entropy H induced by the n-size block quantizer. That is, 
H = -n -t ~pi(n) logpi(n); (20) 
i 
where p,(n) = fo(X -2). 
Defining 
mi(n) = P ;  l(n) ( x0"-~fo(x 0.-1) 
~A i (n)  
and adopting the quantization vectors in (18), we obtain from (19): 
lira D, = r(0) -- n -1 lira ~pi(n)Mr(n)[ I -  2QinRn 1 ] M,(n) 
l ~(X;) l--*oO , 
> - n -1  IIM (,OII 
i 
The right-hand part of the inequality in (21) is Shannon's lower bound, 
and it is satisfied with equality if and only if: 
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]_1 
pi (n)  = e -IIMj(~)II2 e-IIM'<")ll2; for all i. (22) 
Let us now suppose that due to restrictions in the permissible rate of 
transmission through the channel, we restrict he maximum cardinality of the 
set {Ai(n)/to K. That will bound from above the entropy of the quantizer by 
a maximum n - l InK .  To achieve minimum distortion, under such 
restrictions, we can start constructing polytopes that satisfy Eq. (22), 
without exceeding the cardinality K - -1 .  Then, we can assign the leftover 
tails of the distribution f0, to the mean zero. We can start the construction of 
~-1=0. For n = 1, for example, this approach the polytopes around x0 
uniquely defines the X0 values which determine the boundaries of the A;(1) 
intervals that satisfy expression (22), until a leftover point is reached. 
The above description for the design of the spheres {A;(n)} is only 
sketchy. Indeed, designing a quantizer starting from output entropy 
restrictions is an open problem which is beyond the scope of the present 
paper. 
The important point here is that the predictive quantizer has the 
operational complexity of a linear predictor in this case, compressing to the 
output rate at [/10, X] at the same time (for l large enough), and sacrificing 
minimal distortion asymptotically (l large enough). In addition, for highly 
correlated Oaussian signals, the matrix 2Q~,R~ 1 in (21) converges (for l 
large enough) to a matrix which is very close to the identity matrix I, in 
which case the average distortion induced by the scheme is very close to the 
lower bound in (21). 
As a final theoretical remark, it can be easily seen that for fine quan- 
tization (the quantization vectors z 7 approaching each other and increasing 
in number), the distortion in (19) converges to zero, while the entropy in 
(20) converges to the entropy of the Gaussian signal. 
To perhaps quantify more clearly the average distortion effects imposed 
by the predictive quantizer, consider a first order Markov Gaussian zero- 
mean signal [~o, X]. Let r o = EuoX2o, r 1 = EuoXoX 1 , n = 1, and let the quan- 
tizer be binary. That is, the quantization levels are: z11= 1, z~=- l .  Let 
AI(1)= (0, oo), A2(1)= (--oo,0]. Then, if D, is the average distortion 
induced by the deterministic quantizer, and D z is the average distortion 
induced by the predictive quantizer, both for pdX,  I1) =- IX  - YI 2, we easily 
obtain:. 
4 
D 1 : -  1 + r o -- v /~r~o/2 ,  
4 r~ 
Dz = 1 + r o V~ ~ 1.30/2 . 
(23) 
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It is clear from (23) that if the coefficient v/(r~- rZ~/ro) (which signifies 
the correlation characteristics of the Gaussian, first order Markov signal) is 
41 (for highly correlated signal), the average distortion D 2 is very close to 
the average distortion D~ of the deterministic quantizer. 
A Nonpredietive Quantizer-Gaussian Signal 
Let the nominal signal [¢t0,X ] be zero mean Gaussian, and either 
memoryless or weakly correlated. Then, we will use the nonpredictive block 
stochastic quantizer in Section 5. 
The new concept introduced, in the design of a nonpredictive quantizer, is 
the sets {Bjk(n)} and the subsequent randomized quantization for data 
vectors within those sets. 
To avoid complicated notation which will make the demonstration of the 
{Bjk(n)} construction hard, we will use a very simple example. 
Let the deterministic quantizer {Ai(n), z7}, used as the basis in the design 
of the nonpredictive stochastic block quantizer, be such that: 
K = 2; where K the cardinality of the set {Ai(n), z]}. 
Furthermore, let [~t0,X ] be such that f0~ has variance a 2, and let the 
permissible (as imposed by the transmission channel) output rate be log 2. 
Then, we can choose A1(1 ) = (0, oo), A2(1 ) = (--o0, 0), and select he quan- 
tization levels z], z~ that minimize the mean-square distortion at [p0,X]. 
Denote this minimum mean-square distortion D l,mi n. Based on this premise, 
we easily find: 
Zll ~G 
=-a (24) 
01,m,n= [1 
For the design of the stochastic quantizer in this case, consider a positive 
number a, and define: 
B21 = {Bjl }~- {Bj2 } =812 ~ [--a, c~], 
q2~(x) =p(x);  -- a ~ x ~< a, (25) 
qlz(x) = 1 --p(--x); --c~ ~< x <~ a; 
where qjk(x) is given by (12), and p(x) a probability measure which must be 
selected. 
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FIGURE ] 
The relationship between z], z ~ 2, -a ,  a, on the real line is shown in Fig. 1. 
Let us select, 
1 x 
p(x) = -~ + 2a ' --a <~ x<. a. (26) 
It can be easily seen that the above p(x) satisfies the properties (12)-(14). 
It is also a continuous function of x. Therefore, the above p(x) satisfies all 
the conditions required by the nonpredictive stochastic quantizer in 
Section 5. 
Let D 2 be the average distortion induced by the stochastic size one quan- 
tizer described by (25), (26). Then, we can obtain in a straight forward 
manner the following expression: 
D2 :az--a22 ~ [ 2~(a/cr)-a/a 
where q~(w) : f~-oo (exp{-u2/2})/~ ~- ) du. 
To study the expression of D 2 in (27), let us define the following function: 
2q~(w) -  1 G(w) =- (28) 
W 
Function G(w) is plotted in Fig. 2, for positive w values. 
G(~) } 
o 
FIGURE 2 
r d 
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G(w) is monotonically decreasing with increasing w, for w E (0, oo), with 
a concave and a convex regions in (0, oo). 
Due to the above behavior of the function G(w), it can be easily seen that 
for a = 0 the distortion D 2 in (27) becomes equal to the distortion Dl ,mi  n in 
(24). Furthermore, it is clear from Fig. 2 that the smaller the number a, the 
closer is D 2 tO Dl,mi n. 
Therefore, a small enough a can be found, so that the distortion at ]12o, X] 
induced by the stochastic quantizer in (25) is e-close to the distortion 
induced by the deterministic quantizer {A1(1),A2(1), ~ 1 Zl,Z2}. Also, both 
quantizers induce the same output rate at [120,X]- 
As a conclusion, although the choices reflected by (25) and (26) are 
arbitrary, they are sufficient. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Theorem 1. From the proof of Theorem 2 in Ref. [12] we have 
that for time-invariant stochastic quantizers (l fixed) the conditions of the 
theorem imply d~ovi-I,12v[ l) < e for all l (see (3)). 
But since the processes 120v2 -I, 12v[ 1 are discrete-value, d closeness implies 
entropy closeness. Therefore, for time-invariant stochastic quantizers 
satisfying the properties of the theorem, property (2b) in Definition l(b) is 
satisfied. 
For time-varying stochastic quantizers, the proof in Theorem 2 of 
Ref. [12] can be easily extended. Indeed, a common 6 > 0 is found such that 
fi~Uo,Ji ) < ~ implies d~oV[t,12v~ )< e, which implies property (2b). 
For the if and only if condition in the theorem, we just quote directly from 
Hampel [4] that continuity at the signal [120,X] and property (3b) in 
Definition (lb) are equivalent properties. Hampel proved this condition for 
memoryless tochastic signals. His proof is easily extended to general 
stationary stochastic signals and stochastic quantizers [11, 12]. 
Indeed, combining results from [11] and [12], we obtain that in the case 
of general stationary stochastic signals and sequences {v~} of stochastic 
quantizers, property (3b) in Definition l(b) and continuity at [120, X] 
(Definition 2(ii)) are equivalent properties. In particular, property (3b) 
implies continuity at all 12 E ~ ' ,  and continuity at all t2 E ~"  implies property 
(3b). 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
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